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Distribution Location Information 

State Unity State 

County Mayendit 

Payam Mayendit  

Exact location/Boma/Village Mayendit town 

Distribution Team Details 

Name Agency Title Contact  

 Keat Bayak Nyang IOM S-NFI Field Assistant 
Kbayak@iom.int 
0955584959 

Alice Gune PAH NFI Officer gune.alice@pah.org.pl 

        

        

Beneficiary Details 

Survival Kits Distributed  500 Mosquito nets 

HH Assisted  Individuals Male Female  

500 2650 1138 1512 

 

Contents of the Survival Kits 

500 mosquito nets distributed to 500 PLW 

Humanitarian Situation in this Area 

Inter-Cluster Response Mission (ICRM) lead by UNOCHA went to Mayendit (Southern Unity) on 
7th April 2017 to response to families affected by famine, where IOM and PAH, for Shelter and NFI 
Cluster, participated. 
During the ICRM in Mayendit, four tables were set, where on each table, Shelter & NFI team and 
Nutrition team were seated. The purpose of having each team on all the tables were to screen the 
PLW and issuing them with tokens. Once they got the tokens, they were sent through Health 
tables where they were given deworming and vaccinations. The ones found to be under (SAM) 
Severe acute malnutrition category were sent to receive Plumpy-nut as complementary feeding. 
PLW used the tokens given to receive the mosquito nets from Shelter and NFI Cluster, fishing 
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gears and seeds from FSL Cluster, Soap and pure from WASH Cluster. During this ICRM, 500 
mosquito nets, where distributed to 500 Pregnant and Lactating women. 
 
                         After the Mosquito net distribution 
 
Shelter and NFI team did specific cluster assessment in two locations namely (Madol 1 and 
Pabuong). This were the only places where Commissioner mentioned should be assessed by the 
humanitarians and denied access to Bor payam, where fighting occurred in late February 2017. As 
the result of the assessment, the team found out that all the households in both Madol and 
Pabuong where host community and there were no single IDP. The team asked the host 
community if there are people who came from Bor Payam, but they said no one from Bor payam 
currently in Madol and Pabuong. They said, people from Bor payam are believed to be allied to the 
SPLA IO and maybe they have moved to the highland in Koat, Pullual or Malkuer. According to the 
local authority, people who were from Bor payam will be given a land in Madol or Pabuong when 
they return, but will not be allowed to settle in Bor payam again. 
They also mentioned that, there is possibility for women to come for food distribution in Madol 1. 
According to the commissioner, whoever is willing to stay in Madol 1 will be given a land. 
 

S/NFI Needs and Support Provided 

500 mosquito nets were distributed to 500 PLWs in Mayendit town. 

Challenges 

There was too much restriction from the county commissioner of Mayendit for staff to move to 
areas where possibility of finding IDPs. 
The assessment was only limited to the areas recommended by the authority on the ground.  
Due to high restriction from the authority, the team failed to interact with any IDP in the area, 
instead the met only the host community. 
 

Lesson Learned 

 
Based on the fact finding on the ground, there is no need for immediate response in Madol 1 and 
Pabuong assessed by the team. But another assessment maybe needed in future if people of Bor 
payam have come to the mentioned locations and given land by the authority. 
 

Documentations 
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Abandoned tukuls in Mayendit town 
 

 
Please submit your report to: scsouthsudan-pipeline@googlegroups.com 

 


